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Abstract—The longest path search problem is particularly
important in the context of low-level worst-case execution time
analysis. This implies that all program executions are exhibited
and inspected, via convenient abstractions, for their timing
behavior. In this paper we present a definitional program
unfolder, that is based on the formal executable semantics of a
target language. We work with K, a rewrite-based framework
for the design and analysis of programming languages. Our
methodology has two phases. First, it extracts, via reachability
analysis, a safe control-flow graph (CFG) approximation,
directly from the executable semantics of the language. Second,
it unfolds the control-flow graph, annotated with loop bounds,
and outputs the set of all possible program executions. The
two-phased methodology describes, what we call, a definitional
program unfolder and is implemented using the K-Maude tool,
a prototype implementation of the K framework.

I. I NTRODUCTION AND R ELATED W ORK
Knowledge of program execution time bounds is important in the context of design and verification of embedded
real-time systems. Such systems interact with the external
environment, yielding a set of real-time constraints that
ensures the correctness of the design. In the verification
process, it is important to know a priori tight upper bounds
on worst-case execution time (WCET) [1] of hard real-time
software components of the system. In general, the problem
at hand is the WCET estimation of a given program on
a given processor. Thus, two important issues should be
addressed: the longest path search and the micro-architecture
modeling. With respect to the former, the longest path analysis returns the sequence of instructions that will be executed
in the worst case scenario, with one of the most successful
approaches being the use of integer linear programming
(ILP) as in [2].
We propose a new approach to generate all executable
paths of a program via unfolding the semantics specification
of the language and using the K framework [3]. In this way,
we create the premises to apply useful abstractions to prune
the search space while collecting timing information. We
start with the K definition of a RISC assembly language, a
subset of which is briefly introduced in [4], and we (1) explore this definition to extract control-flow information and
(2) unfold the result using manual loop bound annotations
as well as further structural-related assertions. The result of
(1) is a safe over-approximation of the control flow graph

which is further unfolded using the state-space exploration
capabilities of the Maude system.
We define the program unfolder in two phases. In the
first phase, the modular definition of the formal executable
semantics is extended to accommodate control flow information. The only augmented semantic rules are those of branch
and jump instructions. The second phase uses the overapproximation of the CFG computed during the first phase
and a set of loop bound annotations. The concrete semantics
of the language is employed to define the simplified abstract
semantics by using symbolic data values instead of real data
values. The definitional program unfolder outputs a trace
semantics of the program. Our method targets a particular
class of hard real-time programs which have a bounded
number of loops iterations and recursive function calls.
In this work we rely on several assumptions: The analyzed
code is structured, to ensure a well-specified unfolding of
the program. This assumption triggers another one, in the
case of an indirect jump, the instruction address that causes
the jump is eliminated from the set of possible targets in
order not to introduce infinite executions. Also, the target
for the indirect jump set of potential addresses is limited to
only the addresses that are in the same block of instructions
as the indirect jump instruction. A branch instruction is an
entry loop point for exactly one loop. The current design
and implementation is amenable to further extensions.
Related Work. Li, Malik and Wolfe [5] model the control
flow graph as an integer linear program in the so-called
implicit path enumeration solution. A problem formulated
using ILP consists of two parts: defining a cost function
and deriving constraints on the variables used in the cost
function. The cost function is the number of CPU cycles the
program takes when executed, and it needs to be maximized.
The Maude system [6] is the implementation of rewriting
logic and, together with a number of integrated methodologies and tools such as a reachability states exploration tool,
an LTL model checker, as well as other specialized checkers,
it enables the specification and analysis of programming
languages. The K framework, described in [3], supports the
definitions of programming languages using a specialized
notation for manipulating program configurations. K shows
its versatily when handling definitions of real languages such
as C in [7], Verilog in [8], as well as definitions for type
systems or a Hoare style program verifier [9]. The K-Maude

tool [10] implements the K framework on top of Maude
system and provides, in this way, access to all Maude’s
aforementioned supporting tools. With respect to rewriting
logic in general and K in particular, this is a continuation of
our first use of rewriting-based techniques for WCET analysis in [4]. Whereas [4] proposes an abstraction schema with
two simple data abstractions as examples, the current work
focuses only on the control flow abstractions exemplified by
the CFG extraction and unfolding.
In the context of control-flow graph extraction methodologies, [11] proposes an abstract interpretation based framework that relies on the notion of a partial control flow
graph. The over-approximation of the CFG is based on
combination of two collecting semantics: one for graph
edges (control) and one for register values (data). [12]
decomposes the program into basic blocks and procedures,
ruling out, by assumption, the case of ovelapping entry and
exit points. Also, the indirect jumps are explicitly labeled
for all possible targets. Our approach also adheres to these
assumptions. [13] considers an abstract domain of value sets
and performs a data analysis to compute relations between
possible values. All these works rely on ad-hoc encodings of
the language semantics and propose abstract-interpretation
based solutions to detect edges in the CFG. Therefore, in
comparison to our proposal, their main strength is the data
analysis to refine the set of target addresses of indirect
jumps, whereas in our case it is the language definition,
which is executable and reliable, assuming extended testing.
By program unfolding we understand a technique that
generates all execution paths, and is an extension of the
classical loop unfolding optimization in compilers. The set
of program paths could contain particular infomation and be
useful in various software development stages. We mention
applications of program unfolding in profiling as described
in [14], and in verification as described in [15]. Our unfolder
generates execution paths having the entire state of the
program together with the timing information.
Outline of the paper. The paper is organized as follows:
Section 3 presents the K definitions for the concrete formal
executable semantics and how to derive from this an abstract semantics to collect and use control-flow information.
Section 4 describes the technology we use to perform reachability analysis on the derivation. The last section contains
the conclusions.
II. T HE A BSTRACT S EMANTICS FOR CFG E XTRACTION
The K framework is a rewrite-based framework specialized in the design and analysis of programming languages.
A K specification consists of configurations, computations,
and rules. The configurations, formed of K cells, are labeled
and nested structures that represent program states. The rules
in K are divided into two classes: computational rules that
may be interpreted as transitions in a program execution, and
structural rules that modify a term to enable the application

of a computational rule. The K framework enables the modular and executable semantics specification of programming
languages. We reuse the K specification of the assembly
language by simply adding a new cell called cfg to capture
information about the (abstract) control flow graph. The
elements of cfg cell are edges of the form src 7→ dst, where
src and dst represent the source and destination program
points. The abstract configuration CFGConfig, presented
next, is based on the language configuration, LangConfig.
CFGConfig ≡ LangConf ig hMap[Int32 7→ Int32 ] icfg
We describe next the first phase of our definitional program unfolder. The cfg cell is populated with edges upon
the program execution, according to the rules in Figure 1
and using the state space exploration tool from Maude. We
design this set of rules targeting an increased modularity
such that to minimize the number of changes in the semantic
definition of the language. In this way, out of all the
RISC instructions, only the jump and branch instructions
(which alter the normal program flow) require different
manipulation. We handle the default case of going from
a program point to the next with only one K rule, not
shown in Figure 1, and we add the corresponding edge in
the cfg cell during the instruction fetch phase. Since this
is not the only possible outcome for branch instructions,
nor the correct one for jump instructions, the four rules for
the over-approximated CFG add the necessary edges. For
example, when the cell k contains the beq instruction, the
cell cfg gets the ”branch-taken” edge, PC 7→ Addr . Also,
in case of a j instruction, the edge from the current PC to
the target address replaces the default edge. In case of an
indirect jump, instruction jr, the actual value of the target
address is known at runtime, therefore we use the symbolic
value syint32. The set of all possible target addresses is
the set of all program points excluding, by assumption, the
address of that particular jr instruction. We obtain the set
of all possible edges, meaning the over-approximated CFG,
via reachability analysis over the program, performing the
union of cfg cell contents for all possible execution traces.
III. T HE A BSTRACT S EMANTICS FOR P ROGRAM
U NFOLDING
The unfolding phase uses the CFG, computed in the
previous phase, together with manual annotations for loop
bounds, represented also in a K cell called loops, and a loop
stack cell called lstack which keeps track of the current
state of the unfolding. The unfolder configuration is:
UfldConfig ≡ CFGConfig h Map[Int32 7→ Loop]iloops
h List(Int32 , Int32 ) ilstack
The loops cell contains all the loops in the program together
with their respective bounds. We represent each loop as a
tuple with bound information and the following program
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RULE :

RULE :

RULE :

h

beq V1 , V2 , Addr ;
ik h PC ipc h···
·
···icfg
setPC(Bool2Int(V1 ==BoolSy V2 ), Addr )
PC −Int32 4 7→ Addr

h

bne V1 , V2 , Addr ;
ik h PC ipc h···
·
···icfg
setPC(Bool2Int(V1 =/=BoolSy V2 ), Addr )
PC −Int32 4 7→ Addr

h

j Addr ;
ik h PC ipc h··· PC −Int32 4 7→ PC ···icfg
setPC(1, Addr )
PC −Int32 4 7→ Addr

h

jr Rs; ik h PC ipc h··· PC −Int32 4 7→ PC ···icfg
setPC(1, Rs)
PC −Int32 4 7→ syint32
Figure 1.

CFG Extraction Rules

points of interest: the first and the last executed instructions
in the loop, and the first instruction executed upon loop exit.
The unfolding procedure relies on this particular definition
of loop information. The lstack cell uses a list to simulate
a stack behavior that has on top the current unfolded loop
together with the remaining number of iterations. The rules
for the CFG-based unfolder are in Figure 2. We use three
predicates: notIn(CFG, PC ) checks if the CFG contains a
loop starting at PC , noBnd(PC , Stack ) checks if PC is in
the top of the Stack , while chkFst(PC , CFG) returns true
if the PC is the first instruction in the program.
All the program unfolder rules use an semantic construct
defined by the term geti(PC ), and depend on loop nesting
and bound values. The first 3 rules cover the following
case: rule [1] handles the simple case of programs without
loops, rule [2] handles the first instruction in programs with
loops, while rule [3] handles an instruction that is not the
first nor the last executed in the loops. When the current
executed instruction is also a loop test, we distinguish several
situations, as in rules [4-6]. First, in rule [4], the unfolding
process reaches a loop and pushes its start instruction and its
bound onto the stack. Rule [5] covers the case of getting to
an inner loop and pushing into the stack its starting program
point and the number of iterations, while rule [6] handles
having more iterations for the current loop unfolding. The
process of unfolding could exit a particular loop at any
iteration, and rule [7] emphasizes this case by popping the
loop stack. The last two rules present the jump back caused
by the last executed instruction of a loop, and the execution
of the instruction in the loop that follows immediately after
the loop test. The number of remaining iterations for this
particular loop is decremented in the afferent rule [9].
The unfolding rules in Figure 2 leave the concrete
semantics unmodified, as they interact with the semantics
specification through the term geti. One could notice that
the lstack cell actually plays the role of an abstract k
cell. This observation leads to an alternative definition of the
unfolder, one that moves the loop bounds management from
the lstack into the actual k cell. Therefore, the concrete
semantics rules for branch instructions, as the loop entries,
needs to maintain information about the corresponding loop
bounds. Due to lack of space, we do not cover any further

this alternative definition.
IV. R EACHABILITY A NALYSIS FOR P ROGRAM
U NFOLDING
We work with the current implementation of the K
framework, called K-Maude. This is developed on top of
Maude system and it has access to all verification tools that
Maude offers. We choose the reachability analysis tool on
both steps of our definitional unfolder. K-Maude takes K
specifications and generates rewrite theories in Maude. A
rewrite theory has an underlying equational theory containing equations and membership statements, plus rewrite rules.
A rewrite theory defines an abstract transitional system with
the equations giving, via equivalence classes, the states of
the system while the rewrite rules give the transitions in
the system. If the lefthand side of a rewrite rule matches
the (fragment) of a current state, and the rule condition is
satisfied, the system evolves into the state of the righthand
side of the particular rewrite rule. Maude system offers the
possibility of unfolding this transition system and proving
properties or getting counterexample information.
The transition system provided by a finite rewrite theory is
unfolded using the special search command from Maude.
The class of hard real-time programs for which any program
execution terminates is represented by a finite rewrite theory.
In our formal semantics, we denote the final computational
task with the token last. Therefore, all the program executions should terminate in a state that has last in the k cell.
We use search command for the CFG extraction, mainly
to refine the possible set of target addresses of an indirect
jump instruction. The unfolding of the annotated CFG is
implemented by the K rules described in the Figure 2. This
phase yields a potential exponential number of program
execution paths. We use the unfolder to generate the search
space for which the loop annotations hold, and we need
further abstractions to smartly traverse and compute timing
bounds.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
Computation of accurate timing bounds for embedded
programs requires an assembly language-level analysis of
the code. The executable files are disassembled and algorithms for control flow graph extractions are applied.
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h

·
ik h PC ipc h · iloops
geti(PC )

h

·
ik h PC ipc h PC 7→ PC 2 CFG icfg h L iloops
when chkFst(PC , CFG) ∧Bool noBnd(PC , L)
geti(PC )

h

·
ik h PC ipc h PC 2 7→ PC CFG icfg h L iloops
when notIn(CFG, PC 2 ) ∧Bool noBnd(PC , L)
geti(PC )

h

·
ik h P C ipc h··· PC 7→ loop( , , B) ···iloops h
·
ilstack
geti(PC )
(PC , B)

h

·
ik h P C ipc h··· PC 7→ loop( , , B) ···iloops h
(PC 1 , B1 )
···ilstack
when PC 1 6=Int32 PC
geti(PC )
(PC , B) (PC 1 , B1 )

h

·
ik h P C ipc h··· PC 7→ loop( , , ) ···iloops h (PC , B) ···ilstack
when B ≥Int32 0
geti(PC )

·
ik h PC 1 ipc h··· PC 7→ PC 1 PC 7→ PC 2 ···icfg h··· PC 7→ loop( , PC 2 , ) ···iloops h (PC , B) ···ilstack
geti(PC 1 )
·
when B >Int32 0
RULE
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h

·
ik h PC 2 ipc h··· PC 7→
geti(PC 2 )
when B >Int32 0 ∧Bool P C2 notIn L
RULE

[8]:

RULE

[9]:

h

h

PC 7→ PC 2 ···icfg h L PC 7→ loop( , PC 2 , ) iloops h (PC , B) ···ilstack

·
ik h P C ipc h··· PC 1 7→ loop(PC , , ) ···iloops h
(PC 1 , B)
···ilstack
when B >Int32 0
geti(PC )
(PC 1 , B −Int32 1)
Figure 2.

CFG-based Unfolding Rules

In the presence of jump instructions with dynamically
computed addresses, such algorithms compute safe overapproximations of the actual CFG.
In the context of a new methodology for WCET analysis
of hard-real time programs, centered around an assembly
language definition, we present two abstractions for CFG
extraction and unfolding. First, we extended the formal
executable semantics of the language with control information and apply reachability techniques, via Maude search
command, to extract an over-approximation of the CFG.
Then, based on this result and together with manual loop
bounds annotations, we define a semantic program unfolder
that is used to compute the set of all possible program
executions. The method assumes a number of restrictions in
terms of annotations, and GFG structure. With respect to the
existing WCET estimation approaches, this is the first use
of reachability analysis on the formal executable semantics
of an assembly language to extract control flow information
and to provide the set of all possible program executions
in the presence of various constraints. With respect to
rewriting logic in general and K in particular, this is the
first use of rewriting-based techniques to extract program
flow information from a low-level programming language.
As future work, we propose to define a data analysis to compute bounds for program variables and to use
these for improving the approximation of the CFG. With
respect to the program unfolder, we propose to improve
the assertion language and to introduce further control-flow
related constraints. These, corroborated with work on micro-

architecture modeling should conduct to the first WCET
analyzer using the rewrite-based technology.
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